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"powerful, spiritual, evocative,

rhapsodic, hair-raising and formidable"

A chance to see two very special groups in one night; the Jason Yarde Trio with Mike Pickering (drums)

and Larry Bartley (bass) and ‘My Duo’ where Jason is joined by pianist Andrew McCormack.

Composer, arranger, producer, musical director and saxophonist Jason Yarde writes music that has been

described as powerful, spiritual, evocative, rhapsodic, hair-raising and formidable. He composes across

variety of styles (progressive jazz, classical, hip-hop fusion, free improvisation, broken beats, R&B,

reggae, soul, song writing) and for a variety of media (orchestras, chamber ensembles, big band, dance,

film, electro-acoustic and midi).

His potential and originality is such that he was nominated for the Bird Award at the 2004 North Sea Jazz

Festival and for the Jazz on 3 Innovation Award for the 2005 and 2006 BBC Jazz Awards.

In contrast to playing in the big bands of Andrew Hill, McCoy Tyner, Sam Rivers, Hermeto Pascoal, Roy

Ayers, Manu Dibango and his own Acoutastic Bombastic... Trio WAH! is a chance to hear Yarde's

playing and compositions in an intimate and stripped down setting. From tight and constantly shifting

rhythmic patterns to free flowing rhapsodic episodes. Trio WAH! can cover the calm and the storm
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within a few bars never losing the important elements of rhythm, melody and even harmony in this

exposed format. The trio features Larry Bartley on Double Bass and Mike Pickering on Drums.

‘My Duo’ with Andrew McCormack showcases a vastly different set of music with lush piano harmony

complementing Jason’s saxophone playing. Andrew was the winner the BBC Jazz Award for ‘Rising Star’

in 2006 and his first album with Jason has been incredibly well-received by British jazz critics.

Press

“The partnership between Yarde....and McCormack is so unmistakably fuelled by the reflexive spirit of

jazz as to impart a conversational glow to the whole enterprise.... It's a wonderful jazz conversation.” The

Guardian

'The group modulates easily from spacious post-bop to dirty grooves via Ornetts-ish noise, showing a

creative approach to form…' Jazzwise

 

Dates

14.03. Köln - Stadtgarten

15.03. Karlsruhe – Kulturzentrum Tempel

16.03. München - Unterfahrt

17.03. Berlin – A-Trane

18.03. Hamburg - Birdland

20.03. Dortmund – Domicile

21.03. Mannheim - Feuerwache

22.03. Innsbruck - Treibhaus

23.03. Passau – Neues Theater

24.03. Ludinghausen – Burg Vischering

25.03. Linz - Oxymoron

26.03. Frankfurt - Brotfabrik
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